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llfOifliCAL IV'ID HISTORICAL FO~ IN IV'ID OF ~E 00\fl.: 

TOWARDS A THEORY OF NARRATIVITY AND tiODALITY 

by 

Ntmgela Masilela 

The novel and history have been closely related in 
the very century which witnessed their greatest 
development. Their link in depth, that which 
should allow us to understand at once Balzac and 
Michelet, is that in both we find the construction 
of an autarkic world which elaborates its own 
dimensions and limits, and organizes within these 
its own time, its own space, its population, its 
own set of objects and its myths. 

-!bland Barthes, Writing Degree 
Zero 

The novel, like any otrer literary cbject, is oon.sti
tuted by the uni. ty and the continual transfonnation of content 
into fonn, and fonn into content, within nediated historical 
instances and their signifying nments. 'lhe concrete i.nrrediacy 
of the novel is this continual process of transfonnation be~ 
fonn and content. What characterizes the novel as a unique 
literacy cbject is the nature of the literacy system fran whidl 
it developed; the historical contradictions at the precise rro
ment of its origination and their ideological system;; and 
lastly, the diversified uni. ties and contrarieties of t.enporali ty 
and duration in its historical existenoe. '!he novel as genre 
with particular fonns, and roodes of expression and exxtprehen
sion, is a prooess of dialectical interfusion or interpenetra
tion, in tre historical develq;arent of literary fonns within a 
literary system and a historical reality in which the novel 
fi.OOs its origination and premise. In short, tre novel is the 
unity of literary foZ'ITI and history as prooesses of specification 
and praxis. 

The novel as a literary fonn, in its dramatic structures 
of tanporality and duration (in its narrativi.ty) within the 
western literary system and culture, developed fran the Greek 
epic and later transfonnations and m:xtifications in the :R:man 
epic (Vergil) and fran tre novella as practised by Boccaccio 
(it also was transfonred and rrodified as a oovelle in b<.elfth 
and thirteenth oentw:y Franoe) .1 '!he novella of Boccaccio 
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is the imredi.ate historical precursor of the rrodern bourgeois 
epic, the novel. '!he novella depicted a view of tlle W~:>rld in an 
epoch where bourgeois foons of existence \<~ere advancing. It 
was a process of destroying the tredi.eval foons of cogni. tion and 
oonprehension (the novella as a literary and historical node 
was an expression of the transition between the rredi.eval and 
bourgeois epochs, wh:reas the ' novel ' as a historiro-literary 
fonn in the eighteenth century, was an expression of the ascen
dancy of the bourgeois epoch) • '!he transformation of the novelle 
as a literary fonn into the novel, was due to the concrete his
torical incapacity of the novella to cx:rrprehend and signify the 
totality of objects and of human relations unique to the bour
geois epoch. 2 It is in this respect that the novel specifies 
the concrete perspectives of the totality of a situation. Where
as the novella depicts a particular and singular situation, the 
totality of objects and human relations of the bourgeois epoch 
is what characterizes the literary fonn of the novel as an ex
tensive totality. 3 

Another literary fonn fran which the novel found its 
historical premise or presupposition, is the IOnance literary 
fonn. 'lbe novel of Fielding as a canic epic develcped fran the 
conventions of the caredy of manners. '!he ranance as a literary 
node is characterized by the idealisation of heroism and purity. 
It is a literary tOOde in correlation (or harologous) with the 
ascendancy of the aristocratic class . In this way the ranance 
is in many ways an expression of the historical illusion of 
aristocratic chivalry. It deals with heroes; whereas, the novel 
deals with concrete nen of particular classes within particular 
historical contingencies. 4 

It is not an historical accident or coincidence that 
the first great bourgeois novel, Dor.t Quixote by Cervantes, is a 
violent parody of the ranance literary tOOde and its ideals. 
This novel destroys the conventions of the rananoe by parodying 
them, while it si.lllltaneously reconstitutes the literary conven· 
tions of the novelistic rrode (the novel fonn being the sinulta
neous unity and dissolution of the cx:nplex literary conventions 
and fonns of the epic, novella and ranance). It is this parody 
ing of the novel at the m::rrent of its origination that made the 
novel an ironic literary tOOde rather than a sentimental one. 5 
'!he concrete difference between the novel and the ranance lies 
in the conceptualization of characters (both the ranance and th 
novel are fictions, but also are particular types of fiction, 
the novel distinguished by its narrativity) '!he ranance has 
stylized figures with a powerful subjective intensity, idealize 
through revery and individuality. '!he characters of the novel 
are objective expression;of personal subjectivity (individualis 
and their social masks are within a coherent view of bourgeois 
society. 6 It is this objectivity of the novel within subjecti" 
rrodes which makes it a fictional approach to history. Hence , 
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the continual dialectic between oojecti ve instances and subjec
tive categories centralizes the <XIlplex nodes of the novel. 
'Iherefore, the novel deals with the process of distinction be
tween appearance and reality. 7 'Ibe reality which the novel 
atta:tpts to den¥stify is the reality of bourgeoise life, the 
disappearance of a hanronious cx:mnuni.ty and the contradiction 
between co1.mtry and city. Sartre characterizes the historical 
developient of the fo:on of the novel in the following manner: 

Passing fr>om Boccaccio to Cewantes and then to the 
Fr>ench novels of the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries~ the pr>oceedings gr>ow complicated and 
become episodic because the novel picks up along 
the way and incor.por>ates the satir>e~ the fable, 
and the char>acter> sketch. The novelist appear>s 
in the fir>st chapter>; he announces, he questions 
his r>eader>s, admonishes them~ and assUr>es them 
of the tr>Uth of his story . I shall call this 
pr>imary s1iqjectivity. Then~ secondary char>acter>s 
intewene along the way, character>s whom the 
narrator> has met and Who inte~t the COU:t'8e of 
the plot to tell the stor>y of their> own misfor>tunes. 
These ar>e the secondary subjectivities suppor>ted 
and J>esto!'ed by the pl'imacy subjectivity. Thus~ 
ceJ>tain stories ar>e J>e-thought and intellectualized 
to the second degJ>ee. 8 

~t specifies the singular uniqueness of the novel as 
a genre, with a a:.rrplex l.IDity of literacy nodes, is the indivi
dualization of its characters and the detailed presentation of 
their social backgro.md. 9 '!he fo:onation of characters of the 
novel at its origin, is ha10logous with the individualism of 
the bourgeois class. 'Ibe ideology of the novel at its origina
tion, especially the English novel of the eighteenth oentw:y, 
is the ideology fonm.ll.ated by the English empiricists like 
I£>cke. For instance, the individualism of Crusoe, in Robinson 
C1'U8oe, is the individualism associated with the ideology of 
ecorx:mic specialization and the · Puritan spiritual being. lO 
The novel portrays, in this instance, the conflict between the 
public and private spheres of bourgeois· reality. It is this 
attenpted cmprehension of the rea.lity between private and pub
lic spheres, which have been disJ.ocated by the capitalist roode 
of prcxluction, that makes the novel the art fo:on which eJq>resses 
the ideological anxieties of the Etu:c.pean bourgeois class.ll 

For a theory of the l'X)vel to be concrete and becx::ne an 
instance of historical praxis, it has to recognize the aoorphous 
nature of the novel, and the variety of its origin in tenp:>ral 
and spatial horizons (whether in the epic or novella or rananoe) 
The specificity of the novel as a literary genre within literacy 
history, and as a concrete historical ooject is the result of 
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the multiplicity of its points of origin and of their final 
cx:nplex unity . 12 Paradoxically, it is rot the multiple points 
of origin of the novel which characterizes its nature but rather 
the a::rrplicated unity of its structural nodes within the oontem
porary novel . 

II 

'!be nature of the novel lies in the a:::.rrplex unity of its 
tenporal and spatial prooesses as literary orders within a his
torical rrarent. '!be insunrountable breach be~ the individual 
and the worldl3 within the bourgeois society is at the a:mter 
of the novel as a literary epic genre. Goldmann analyzes the 
dichotany of the novel in the follONing manner: 

Situated between the two [that is~ between the epic 
and the tragedy], the novel. 's constitution is dia
lectical. to the extent that it connects precisely 
the fUndamental. homogeneity of the hero and worZ.d 
which permits epic form and~ on the other hand~ 
their insu:cmountabZ.e rupture . The homogeneity of 
the hero and the worZ.d results from the fact that 
both are degraded in relation to authentic vaZ.ues; 
the opposition results from the different constitu
tion of these two degradations.lA 

Acrording to D. Goldmann then, the novel genre characterized by 
the separation be~ the individual and the world, is the re
sult of the transformation on the literary plane of everyday 
life within an individualistic society bom of production 
for a market. 'lberefore, this rupture within the novel is 
nerely the reflection of the reified relations within the capi
talist node of production. It is this rellection which posits 
the rigorous harology between the literary fonn of the oovel 
and the society in which it is situated. 'lhe structure of the 
novel is in harology with the structure of society. l5 'Ibis 
conception of the nature of the novel is critical. and opposit
ional. in tracing the harologous history of the structures of 
the novel and the reified world. It is the harology of oon
tenporaneous evolutions . 

'!he critical and oppositional fonn of the novel struc
ture was to a large extent determined also by its relation to 
the philosq;>hy of Rationalism of the period of the Enlightennent 
in Europe. '!he novel inoo:rporated within itself the rationality 
of doubt and skepticism towards what is·. In its devel.cpren.t, 
the oovel is critical towards the sovereignty of reason and 
challenges the primacy of ideas .16 lobvirg towards realism as 
against the idea of the fact, the novel paradoxically cx::nbines 
with sentinentalism as against feeling. It was no accident, 
therefore, that the principal subject-matter of the novel at 
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the juncture of its birth was, and continues to be, LOVE in ore 
fonn or another. It coincided with the sexual division of lab
our at the onset of the Industrial ~volution. 'lhe historical 
epoch in which the novel ccm:! into being as a literary genre, 
was an era in mich literature was viewed as S<m:!thing to be 
enjoyed in lo:reliness. Henre, the profound intimacy between the 
novel arxi the thematics of solitude, loneliness and individual
ism. 

'!be developnent of the novel was in close and parallel 
relation to the grcMth of the press and the middle class reading 
public and with the rise of ci.rrulation libraries. In the con
text of these oonplex historical and social relations, the fonn 
of the novel was detennined by the oonreption of art as a a:m
nodi ty. '!be novel becarre a mass-produced and mass-circulating 
cx:mrro:li.ty in an expanding rrercantile eoollCil¥. 

Fran its inreption, the novel has been fragnented in its 
nature and structure, due primarily to its several points of 
origin, and the ideological juncture of its birth. 'lhe novel 
at the lllCilent of its origin was at the renter of the divergenre 
and convergenre of genres, that is, the rise and withering CM<r:f 
of rew elerrents of fonn within the oonplicated proress of inter
action of history and literary fonn. 

At this point it is :reressary to relate the. novel as a 
literary genre to literary history, for a fuller oonprehension 
of its nature and structure. 

Acooi:ding to Lukacs • theory, the novel and the epic are 
the two major fonns of great epic literature.l7 'lhe rentral 
elerrent mich distinguishes then is not the intention of the 
authors, but rather, the ooncrete historical reality with mich 
each genre is oonfronted. 'lhe novel, the IOOdem epic, can no 
lon;rer enoonpass the extensive totality of life (which is in
directly given) because the i.mni:nenre of neaning in life has 
bea:::ne a prd:>lem. 'Ihe novel is a genre which seeks to totalize 
life, yet lacks the ne911S to effect it; henre, the fragrrented 
nature of its structure. While the epic gives fonn to a total
ity of life fran wi thinlB, the novel seeks to give fonn to a 
totality of life by uncovering its imnirenre fran the outside. 
The distinction between the structure of the cbject of the epic, 
and the structure of the cbject of the novel, and their singular 
imn:i.nent natures, is due to tensions arxi fissures of particular 
historical narents. 'lhe ca:T'{lOSition of the fonn of the genre 
is the reality of that particular historical situation. 'lhe 
rentral contradiction of the novel mich affects its oonposit
ional structure, is the irreoonci.lable narent of its interiority 
and exteriority in relation to history. 
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In tre novel, the totality of objects and the totality 
of life is systematized in abstract foDtU.llations.l9 In contrast 
to other genres, tre novel is a !rode of literature that is a 
process of bea;ming, a fonn that is problematical without having 
a prob "lematic. 20 'Ibis is the reason why the novel in its very 
structure is ironic and seeks to overcx.ne its owositional m::>
rcent tc:Mards history. In its wholeness , the novel is an ironic 
process of beo:ming whidl attenpts to effect a unity between the 
problematic individual and the oontingent world. Fran this ten
sion, tre cx:nposition of the novel: 

also, 

...... is the parado:cica"l fusion of heterogeneous 
and discrete components into an organic who 7,.e 
which is then abo"lished over and over again. 21 

The overlapping of the novel foi'm into the epic, 
such as we have discussed, is rooted in social 
"life; it disrupts the inminence of foi'm only to 
the extent that, at the crucial point, it imputes 
a substantiality to the world it describes which 
that world is in no way capable of sustaining 
and keeping in a state of ba"lance.12 

The novel, therefore, within the literary history of genre for
mation and dissolution, is the art fonn vtri.dl indicates and 
expresses the irreconcilable contradictions between art and the 
capitalist !rode of production. 'lhe novel, in its internal 
rroverrent, expresses this historical contradiction. 

The novel by its qualities of historical reflection 
and naturalress is a probZematical genre. It is problematic 
in expressing tre historical structures of the present and man's 
self-awareness and transcendence, as well as expressing the cog
nition of its particular roode. 23 In its imrediacy and noverrent, 
the novel is an integral product of history, a rrarent tc:Mards 
transcendence, yet finding its originality in and within tre 
historical limitations of the present. It is this rrovemant of 
tre novel, in its process of becani.ng and in its existence , 
between tre particul~ and the universal of history, that frag
rcents its interior structures and dynanics and dlaracterizes 
it as fonnless. 'lhe novel transcends a particular historical 
instance by finding itself determined fran those historical 
contradictions. 'lhe categories of the novel are derived fran 
and are tre product of tre historical present, that is, the 
capitalist node of production. 

The fonnlessness of the categories of the novel, whidl 
are prosaic, oorrespond structurally to the dlaotic and fonn
l.ess unity of bo~is society, and its attendant progressive 
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azrl regressive instanres. Henre, the novel eJq?resses a m::I'IEilt 
of h\.1'1\all emancipation in its oontent (the universality of the 
present) and in its fonn (the particular of the present). The 
fonn of the novel, in its becx:mi.ng is a oontinual ooncrete trans
fonnation into history of the i.mredi.acy of the present. A ron
crete process of history that makes the novel an arribivaZent 
prcblanatic in its m::I'IEilt or process of mimesis . 'lhrough the 
process of mimesis, (the solidifying of a historical perspective) 
the IX>Vel is perreived as a m::I'IEilt or rrediun of dialectical 
reciprocity between the particularity of history and the ideology 
of the fonn or xrode. In cx::>ntradistinction to the epic ' s speci
fici ty arrl fonnal syrmetry, the novel makes possible an increase 
in emancipation of the imagination within historical ocntexts . 
The novel, mile indicating the unlimited possibilities of its 
fonnal. unities and thematic hierarchies of historical instanres, 
specifies the oontext of its becx:mi.ng (bourgeois society) and · 
the subsequent surpassing of that m::I'IEilt of becaning. 

The novel therefore , in its reciprocal m::I'IEilt, within 
azrl betl-Jeen history and ideology, is daninated by a dialectical 
oontra:liction between describing and transcribing - a oontra
diction that oontinually asserts itself into rew syntheses 
between the totality of a m::ment and its singularity. The fonns 
of this ~n are the self-d:>jectifications of history. 
Henoe, there is a tendency of the foms of the novel to be and 
to represent ~lves as m::I'IEilts in the q>enness tortards his
torical projectirn. For instanoo, Don Quixote is governed in 
its structure by a rrovenent between illusion and reality through 
the parodying of chivalry in order to transfonn the structure 
into a state of grcMt:h which will illuminate and rrediate the 
future develcprent of the novel as an exatple of intersecting 
history and ideology. 

The novel, as a neans of <X:Ill>rehension betl\leen history 
azrl ideology, detennines the types of novelistic xrodes in aooor
danoo with particular manifestations of history. An ~rtant 
elarent in detennining the typology of the novel is the rel ation
ship of the subject to its intemal azrl extexnal oc:nfigurations. 
This relationship is rrediated by the aw.rox:i.nBte dialectical 
harologies between the structure of the novel "and those of 
society. It is these <X:Ill>lex unities that specify the dialecti
cal harogenei ty of the subject within the novelistic nodes. 
Each classification of the novel is dlaracterised by the singu
lar way it synthesizes the significanoo of its structure within 
itself and in relation to history. 

'lhe historical novel (e.g. The Eet1>0thed by Allessand.ro 
Man.zoni or sbaka by 'lhanas t-t:>folo) is dlaracterized or oonsti
tuted by the individuality, the perspective , the typicality of 
its characters in relation to the historical age whidl it por
tiays . 24 What is essential, therefore , in oonstituting a 
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historical. noveZ., is not the retelling of great historical 
events, but the synthesizing process of these historical events 
through the imagination which renders them authentic without 
being a replication of the real events . It is the concreteness 
of a tiire and place and their interrelationship, within a narent 
of a particular historical m:venent that gives ~~ss to the 
historical. noveZ. . Hence , the portrayal of the l.Iltricacy and 
cx:nplexity of historical events in their authenticity, and 
their manifold interaction, is at the center of the historical. 
noveZ. which is therefore the entire process of the totality of 
oojects25 in relation to the proc:ess of history and ideoZ.ogy. 

In contradistinction to the historical. noveZ., a histori
cal ranance like the gothic noveZ. , only dramatizes the senti.nen
tality of subjective feelings peculiar to certain imaginative 
historical personages without incorporating within itself the 
principles of perspective arx1 individuation in relation to his
tory. 'llle cx::nstant there of the gothic nove Z. is the flight of 
the heroine fran the historical world into the world of evil 
forces, Ck:rn:i.nated by infantile fears . 26 Hence, its primary 
meaning lies in its substitution of terror for love and authentic 
analytical and projective spheres which would create a milieu 
for the real constrained nvvarent of the historical proc:ess. 
In short, the gothic noveZ. is the novelistic IOOde of the inpro
bable. 

'llle psychoZ.OgicaZ. noveZ. (for exanple , The Radiance Cf 
The King by camara Laye, or Mission To &zZ.a by r.t:ngo Beti) or 
as especially practised by Costoevsky, is governed by the cen
tral concept of the idea ; an abstract pri.l~cal conoaptioo 
that serves as the <bninant synthesizing elerrent of the novel
istic structure - a conoaption that unifies the cx:mpl ex and 
nultitudinous hierarchies of the narrative.27 'nle idea regulates 
the diversity of certain psychological intrigues and axrplexities 
that deteJ:rnine the structure of the psychoZ.OgicaZ. noveZ.. Henoa , 
the idea unites the events of the plot. Although it is unified 
arx1 centralized, this sub-genre of the novel is characterized 
by a fragrcentary structure with its cx:nplex characterizatioos. 

'llle sub-genres of the novel, historical, gothic arx1 
psychological, do not by aey stretch of the imagination exhaust 
the axrplex fonns of the novelistic genre. 'lhey nerely indicate 
a partirular fonn of the novel and its nature; oor are they rigid 
in the structure. '!hey are flexible IOOdes which have the capa
city to interperetrate each other in diUe.mnt, cx:nplex ways. 
'1he uniqueness of the structure of the novel is its relatioo to 
the proc:ess of interaction bet:l<ieen histo:cy and ideology. 
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III 

'lhe novel, since its incepticn in Boccacci.o, the ranance 
and the epic (its man;y points of origination and the attendant 
cx:rtplex relations), through the develq:rrent process in Don 
QUixote , located in history and ideology, has been and ccntinuas 
to be a probZematicaZ genre without a probZematic within itself. 
nus distincticn is of historical i.np:>rtance, since it enables 
one to avoid the hypostatized abstraction of literary positivism 
which posits the prcblematicalness of the novel as being inminent 
to its nature, rather than being a process of relations beb\leen 
the elertents of the structure of the novel and the situational 
o::>ntext of its becx:ming and being. 'lherefore, fran a Marxist 
point of view, the novel is prcblematical because of the follcM
ing: the relationship beb\leen literary fonn and history, the 
class contradictions and relations within the process of history, 
the relation between the novel and ideology - the very fact that 
the novel in its structure and IlOVel'lellt cannot be reduced to the 
ideology o::>nterrp:>raneous with it; and the multiplicity of its 
points of origination. 'Ib a Marxist then, the probZematicaZness 
of the novel is the product of the simultaneous cx:rtplex nexus of 
contradictory relations beb\leen it and history, ideology and the 
history of foms. 

'Ihe fuOOar!ental question that a Marxist wruld ask regard
ing the novel is: what is the process of the historicaZ probZe
matic in the structuration of the noveZ? A theory which seeks 
to cx:rtprehend the structuring of the novel has to recognize its 
multivalent and multicolored fonn, a.clcncMledge that central to 
the novel is the narrative process, the interfusion of spatial 
and tenporal rocrrents and recognize the thematic and char a otero
logical proolems of the novel. Taking cognizance of these 
historical recognitions, it is necessary, therefore, to delineate 
the formation of the structure of the novel. 'Ib begin, what is 
the structure of the novel? 

FollCM:i.ng Bakhtin,28 one can classify the structure of 
the novel into two nodes, the monoZogicaZ structure of the homo
phonic novel, and the diaZogicaZ structure of the poZyphonic 
novel. 'lhe structural characteristics of the polYii'lonic novel 
are cx:rtplex and multi-leveled, whereas those of the lx:.nq:tlcnic 
novel are characterized by fami.lial and norological unity. 

'lhe o:::nposi tion of the hom:phoni.c novel is synchronous 
and less cx:rtplex than that of the polyphcnic and its structural 
principles are derived fran the idealist !Xrilosq;:hy which re
duces and transfoms the unity of existence into the unity of 
consciousness. '!his concepticn of the structure of the novel 
refuses to recognize the dialectical unity and a:xrplexity of 
the reciprocal process. COOSequently, ideology and characteri
zation within the narraticn are govemed by a single conscious-
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ness. HCMever, in actual existence, the unity of existence is 
cx::mposed of a multitude of human a::>nsciousnesses. 

The IOOnistic type of novel Cbes not facilitate the free 
interaction of the characters' consciousness within the t.enporal 
and spatial processes of the narrative. Hence, the cnrplex cog
nitive interaction of consciousness is negated. Its concepticn 
detennines the formal accents and rroverrent of the novel, and the 
ideological perspective is concerned with the artistic style and 
tone of the novel . As a consequence, the cbject of representa
tion of the novel is dcrninated by authorial consciousness, 
rather than the free rrovenent of ideology as it relates to the 
characters in their develcprent and interaction within thenar
rative process. Henre, the ideological position of the charac
ters, events or situations in the novel, is a rrere reflection 
of authorial ideological daninance. 'lherefore the ridmess of 
poetic cx::mposition of the novel is redured to the static dani
nance of an ideological perspective. 

'lhe rromlogical structure of the harophonic novel is 
static and does not facilitate an authentic interaction bet\oleen 
itself, hi~tory and ideology. It is daninate_d by. the author' s 
ideological vision whidl does not make possible the linkage with 
the processes of history. Nevertheless, great novels such as 
O.b Zomov by Gondlarov and rrediocre novels such as Jagua Nana by 
Ekwensi have been produred under this conreption. 

'lhe dialogical structure of the polyphonic novel, on the 
other hand, is multi-leveled and diachronic in its narrative 
fonn. It conceptualizes the tenporal and spatial dirrensions as 
m::rrents of a process in relation to ideology, histocy and the 
history of forms. 

'lhe multifarious elemmts of the polyphonic novel, such 
as the voices of characters, their situation within the narra
tive process (their ideological perspective) remain independent 
of authorial daninance which elevates them to a higher unity of 
fonnation and expression than that of the harophonic mvel. 
This is precisely because within the dialogical structure of 
this novel, the unity of existence is not reduced to the unity 
of consciousness. The structure facilitates mediation bet\oleen 
tarporali ty and duration. 'lhe ideological situation of the 
novel is the cx.rnbined unity of multifarious factors and in
stances . 

The polyphonic novel found its full realization in 
Russia during the nineteenth century, where a fonn of capital
ism was in the process of errergi.ng into the daylight of histori
cal contradictions.29 Structurally, the polyphonic novel requires 
the plurality of canplex unified voices and tones of characters 
within the single process of the artistic object. At the center 
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of this node of the novel is the inability of its hierardl:ical 
determination to be finalized in order to decide the totalizing 
instance of its Il'kJVEmmt. Here resides the prd::>lematic between 
the internal unfinalized nature of the characters and the deter
mining narent of their ideological perspective. The polYiilonic 
rovel is par exceUence a rrode of q>en fonn, or of in<:X:Ilp:).ete
ness, or as Uri:>erto Eco said, it is a roode of opera aperta. 30 

The structure of the polYiilonic novel is detenni.ned and 
nediated by dialogical :relationships whose e l ements are oontra
puntally poised as a process of synthesis. It is the narent of 
their oonvergence and divergence as a process that gives neaning 
and s i gnificance to this stJ:ucture. The activeness of the auth
.orial ideological position is subordinated to the authenticity 
of these dialogical :relationships in their oonstant and oontin
ual incx:11pleteness. Within this stJ:ucture, the dialogical field 
of vision is given maxinun plausibility. The dialogical struc
ture of the polyphonic novel allows for a deep organic unity 
between the ideological formation of characters and the ~ 
that made their existence possible . It is at the center of the 
polyphonism of the dialogical structure, that the profound and 
cx:rtplex transformation of the unity of existence into unity 
of CUlSc:iousness, and viCE versa is fully realized. 

The proCESs of the dialogical :relationships is a syn
thesis between the ideological formation of characters and the 
stylistic m:::rles of their presentation within the narrative pro
cess. The word is the neans by which style is brought to :reali
zation. Dialogical interoourse of characters in the polyphonic 
novel is the sphere of language. Hence, dialogical relation
ships are penneated by linguistic processes and the cx:mronality 
of language and its process of :realization make them possible. 
Bakhtin traces the :relationship in the following rnarmer: 

Dialogical relationships are not reducible to 
logical or concrete semantic relationships~ which 
are in and of themselves devoid of any dialogical 
aspect. In order for dialogical retationships 
to arise among them~ they must clothe themselves 
in the bJOrd~ become utterances~ and become the . 
positions of various subjects~ expressed in the 
word. 31 

Therefore, dialogical :relationships possess their own specific 
nature. Hence the cxmplexity in the stxucture of the dialogical 
:relationships of the polyphonic novel. The novels which exem
plify this <XJTplex m:)vanent of the polyphonic novel are, am::>ng 
many others, The Brothers Karamazov by Doestoevsky and Bound 
to Violence by Ouologueni. 
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'!he existence of the polyphonic novel as a cx::rrplex node 
of the novel genre, does not and cannot rrean the nullification 
of the existence of the harophonic novel. Each has a sphere of 
existence, which is irreplaceable and irreducible, in the devel
opnent of historical poetics. It is the contest between the 
structural nodes of the oovel that enhances and widens the hori
zon for literary history to realize itself as a rrorent of the 
intersecting process detennined by the systems of history, the 
novel and ideology. '!he structures of the m:x'ies of the novel 
genre are processes of discontinoous oontinui ty within the nul
tiplici ty of the points of origin of the novel - that is, with 
the epic, the novella of .Boccaccio, and the ranance and novelle 
of twelfth and thirteenth century France. 

IV 

A therre of the novel is contingent upon the particular 
prooesses of history and ideology as they are objectified as 
instances of rreaning in the structural formation of the novel. 
'lhe thete (what is being projected as a unifying m::rrent of the 
cbject of representation) of the oovel unifies and gives meanin 
to the separate and disparate sentences; simultaneously, they 
are transfomed into coherent structural nodes. 

A therre is constituted by the unifying system of his
torical nodes and <XIlpOSed of smaller thematic elerrents arrange 
in two definite orders : the thematic elerrents in which causal
terrporal relationships exist and are governed by the narrative 
process (for exanple, the oovel and the epic); and those the
matic elem:mts in which there is oo internal exposition of 
causal cormections and in which the thematic elarents are con
tenporaneous (for exarple, poetry) .32 A plot is the sinultaneou 
and parallel process within the thematic system. It arranges 
and connects the order of events in the sequence determined by 
the narration of the particular cbject of representation (for 
ex.anple, the oovel). 

'!be therre of an artistic object of representation has 
meaning and significance only as it signifies a m::rrent within 
the narrative process; therefore, it is necessary to examine 
the configuration of narrativi-ty in the process of structuri.rxJ 
the novel. 

v 

'lhe form and nature of the structure of the novel, wi tl 
in the intersecting process of history and ideology, is deter
mined by the narrative process . It is this process which plaa: 
the epic and the oovel within the sane ftmdalental literary 
genre. '!he narrative process is the system that unifies the 
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different variants of the novel; it acts as a mediat ing process33 
between the terrp:>ral and the spatial di.rrensions ; it is , in short, 
a dialectical rroverent that gives ooherenre, precision and whole
ness to the structural organization of the novel (the rrodern 
bourgeois epic). ~ rrediacy of the novel therP.fore finds its 
ooncrete expression in the narrative proress or situation. 

~ thematic m::rrents of the novel in their interaction, 
interfusion and interdependenre, as hierarchical and interpene
trating detenninants, is structured by the narrative proress , 
which is also at the renter of the fictional rrediacy of the 
novel. 

A narrative proress is not unique to the rrodern novel, 
but has a long tradition fran antiquity to the present; it is 
a oonstituent of any literary genre which is fictional . '1he 
narrative orginated in the epic and develq:>ed into two anti
thetical fonns as the epic disintegrated - the empirical and 
the fictional narration.34 '1he enpirical narrative as a m::rrent 
of epic synthesis transforrred the allegianre of history to 
reality. ~ fictional narrative on the other hand, transfonns 
historical allegiance to myth and into imrediacy with the ideal. 
'!he history of narrative is governed by this tension between the 
real and the ideal, the ron-fictional and the fictional, the 
particular and the universal , the prosaic and the poetical. 

~ ret~ synthesis of the fictional and the enpirical 
narrative Jrodes into a new literary genre was effected by 
Cervantes in ~n Quixote ; henre, the fundalental historical 
:i.nportance of this novel , besides its own artistic greatness . 
The oovel therefore, is the product of the new synthesis of 
the enpirical and fictional elerrents of the narrative process.35 
Hence the close similarities and reserrblanoes between the 
novel and the epic. Both of these genres are governed by the 
syntheses of these t\110 narrative Jrodes , the distinction l ying 
in the nature of the dialectical lmification. 

'Ibis dialectical reunification in the novel of the 
enpirical and fictional elenents of the narrative process, has 
detennined the representational aspect of the plot and the illus
trative aspect of the thene.36 It is this dialectical synthe
sis whidl is at the renter of the profare and sacred histories 
of the novel; hence the historiality of the novel in relation 
to history and ideology. In this sense the novel is the record
ing of the passions of classes in history and its rreaning is 
conditioned by the dialectical tension between the fictional 
and enpirical elements of the narrative process , 'itri.dl is part 
of the sacred and profane m::rrents of history. 'lherefore the 
rationality of the novel is contingent upon the ooncrete uni
fication of these fictional and enpirical elarents. 
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It is by neans of this dialectical unification that the 
narrative process oonsti tutes itself as a discnnse between the 
thematic and plot elarents of the novel and a unifying act of 
eJq:>lanation and inteJ::pretation: 

. ... .. the unities of action, which are segmented 
and organized . .... . the extremities of these sequences 
are only switching points in the narrative, such 
that if one element is changed, aU the rest are 
different. The logic of action consists then in 
a linking together of action kernels ( ... . )which 
all together constitute the narrative 's structural 
continuity; the application of this technique 
results in a "dechronologizing" of the narrative, 
so as to make apparent the narrative logic under
lying narrative . .... Ultimately, the narrative is 
reduced to a combination of a few dramatic unities .. ~? 

A narrative process is a system whose unities of action is gov
erned by rrovement of the tenporal and spatial dimansions and 
is therefore oonstituted by the dlronlogical and non-dlronologi.
cal successive m::>venent of time wi. thin the space of the novel . 

Constituted then, by two simultaneous rocnents of the 
te.rcporal sequence in relation to the spatial; the tine of the 
' telling ' of the narrative and the tine of the 'told' of thenar
,rative,38 the narrative process is a system of tenporal trans
formations whose object is the chrcnological sequence of events ;J 
while the spatial novenents of the sequence of events and situ
ation is its duration. 'lhis duality of tine renders the a:nplex 
l'IX)'IJa'('ent of narration - its oonvolutions, distortions , inver
sions and oonversions. 

The discourse of the narrative process is the alternat
ing JroVarent between the ' telling' and ' told' narents of the 
theire as subject of the oovel. A narrative is the unity of tine 
and space. It is the narrative process in the novel as a dia
lectical reciprocity of discourse that nediates and oonjoins 
the narent in whidl the novel and ideology (nediated by a ron
fictional narrative process) intersect as particular histories. 
The novel intersects with history through the categories of time 
("tarporal relationships between the narrative and the ' actual ' 
events that are being told") ; and through the categories of mode 
("relationships between the narrative and the narrating agency 
itself: narrative situation, level of narration, status of the 
narrator and the recipient, etc. " )40 By these categories the 
oovel as a literary text oontains or incm:porates the historical 
substratun of historicillness. 41 

The dialectical unity of the categories of tine, xrode 
and voice engenders the system of duration, the interrelationshi 
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of events and the narrative , and the system of frequency, the 
repetition between the events and the narrative. '!he cx:nversion, 
inversion, symretJ:y of the dialectical systems of frequency and 
duration as a unifying proa:!ss establishes the threshold of 
cx:nprehension where the novel and history cx:nverge and diverge 
as transfoxmational instances of each other. 'l!1e novel and 
history form the threshold of an interactional proa:!ss through 
the following variants of transfonnation - instances of inver
sion, expansion, reduction, oontamination, intensification and 
attenuation.42 

It is necessary new to examine the concrete specifica
tion of the problematic (the plurality of narrative acts) of 
the narrative proa:!ss as a system. 

'llle narrative proa:!ss, whidl is transcultural, inter
actional and transhistorical, is cx:rrposed of a hierardly of 
levels - the level of functions, the level of actions and the 
level of narration43-whose totality is to project the parallel 
concatenations of the narrative onto a vertical axis . 'Ihey 
constitute a oollective IOOde of integration. 

'Ihe ZeveZ of function is the OCI!bination of the smallest 
units or segrrents (nntifs) of the narrative; they determine the 
actions and IOOde of the narrative discourse. 'l!1e functionality 
of the narrative unit is determined by the integrative and dis
tributional m:rrents of tenporality.44 'Ihe ZeveZ of action de
fines the participation of dlaracters as a nediated m::rrent of 
praxis within the spatial instant of the narrative.45 'Ihe ZeveZ 
of narration activates the other two levels in a dialogical 
fashion by transforming them into actatives (singularities of 
pre.sentation) of the narrative proa:!ss.46 'llle narrative process 
is a continual tenporal I10'Velreilt between narents of the inte
gration and disintegration of these three unified levels. 

Talp:>rality is the funda'rental detennining principle of 
the narrative proa:!ss; tenporality transfonns ti.ne of presenta
tion within the narrative, into disoontinoous unities in oontra
distinction to the sequential ti.ne of events or situations. 
'l'e!tporality is a dcminant effect on the narrative process; a 
process ~ by the two principles of succession and trans
formation . 47 'llle narrative proa:!ss is cx:nposed of these two 
principles; they are nodes or fonns of tenporality and duration. 
This then is the process of the narrative in the novel as it 
mediates itself between history and ideology. 

'Ihe novel arcDI'XJ all the other literary genres is the 
JTOSt cx:nprehensive in encx:npassing the totality of cbjects and 
the totality of relationships within a historical m:rrent; hence, 
it is pre-erni..nently a reoorder of histo'l'icaZ passions (Ifrilo
sq>hical, ideological , class contestations, etc. ) . 
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Truly, as Balzac put it, the novel " .••••• is the private history 
of nations. " 
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GLOSSARY 

1. HIS'ltlm:: History is a process; a proa;:!ss that is the unity 
of the history of rren and the history of nature. It is a 
process defined by, and detennined by cxmcrete material oon
ditions of existenre . It is through periodization of par
ticular production systems and social relations in detemri.n
ing singular social fonnations, that history becx:mas a 
scientific entel::prise. History is a transfonnational process 
governed by the class struggle; a class struggle dialec
tically detennined by the material cx:ntradiction between 
productive for res and production - social relations. 
Referenre: Coz:lected Works, Vol. 5, by Karl Marx and 
Frederick Engels, Politics and History by Louis Althusser, 
and Revolution in Guinea by Analcar cabral. 

2. IDEX)I.OGY: Ideology is a ' lived' and i.rraginary relation of 
particular rren within particular cxmcrete material oondi tions 
Though having no history, ideo logy is governed and deter
mined by the proa;:!SS of history t:lu:'ouftl various rrediations. 
Ideology is a function by a singular oonsci.ousness , whether 
true or false , of a particular class or social group. It 
is a product, to a large extent of a particular material 
oontestation. 
Referenre: Collected Works, Vol. 5, by Karl Marx and 
Frederick Engels, For Marx by Louis Althusser, and The 

· Wretched of the Earth by Frantz Fanon. 

3. LITERARINESS: A concept developed by the Russian Fonnalists , 
Ibnan .:akd>son, Boris Eikhenbaum and Jarii Lynjanov, \\bien 
attercpts to specify the uniqueness and essence of literature; 
that whidl is .innri.nent to literature itself. Literariness 
is ' what makes a given work a literary work ' - R. J.akcb'SOtl. 
Literariness, therefore, is oonstituted by the literary 
fonns and rrodes of a literary system. The Russian Formalists' 
presentation of this oonrept was false , sinre to them, it 
was not rredi.ated by the dialectical proa;:!SS of history 
through periodization; to them, literariness is oonstant 
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and ahistorical. 'Ibis is inrorrect. Marxist poetics defi.neE 
literariness as the ideological functioning and contestation 
of literacy fonns and nodes within particular literacy 
systems as rrediated by contentious m::nents of history. 
Iti terariness , in aca::>rdance with the principles of historicaJ 
poetics (Marxist) , is a changing object, whose specification 
is detenni.ned, to a large extent, by the objective ideologi
cal contestation of a particular period. 
Reference: Readings in Russ ian Poetics ed. by L . Matyka and 
K. Parorska, Problems of Dos toevsky 's Poetics by Mikhail 
Bakhtin, and Writing Degree Zero/Elements of Semic logy by 
Roland Barthes . 

4 . PERIODIZATIOO: A concept that specifies the nature and pn:r
cess of a particular historical trajectory. Periodizat i on 
is a IlOirellt of unity, which roncretizes the antithetical 
elerrents or categories of a historical ronjW'lction. For 
instance, it i s t:hrou;Jh the roncept of periodization that 
ore can historically W'lderstand the localization of literacy 
relations within production relations . 'lhrough mediation, 
interpenetration, and the unity of opposites, periodization 
traces the lllJ\Ie!leilt of roncrete detenni.nations in a process 
of his torical ronjecture . lt illuminates the rontinuous 
and d.isrontinuous m::nents of literary history. 
Reference: Structure and Society in Literary History: 
Studies in the History and Theory of Historical Criticism 
by lbbert Weimann . 

5 . POETICS: Poetics is the system of literacy genres. A genre 
is ronstituted by a specific ronfiguration of literacy 
nodes and fonns to ronstitute a literacy c:bject like the 
novel, novella or epic. Poet i cs studies the process of 
particular literary fonnations within a particular literacy 
system whidl is rrediated by the process of history. Poetics 
is historical in its approach and presentation, since genres 
tend to develop or care to fruition in m::nents of historical 
crisis or rupture . 
Reference: Analysis of the Poetic Text by Jurii Lotman, 
The Historical Novel by Georg Lukacs , Anatomy of Criticism 
by Northrcp Frye, A Theory of Semiotics by Urberto E<x:>, 
and The Fantastic by Tzvetan Todorov. 

6 . PID:BI.EMM'IC: A critical conjecture , goverred by the presena:: 
and absence of problems and roncepts of historical trajec
tory. The process of a problematic is unique and singular 
to a particular historical detennination. "A word or ron
cept cannot be ronsidered in isolation; it only exists in 
the theoretical or ideological frarrework in which it is 
used: i ts prc:blematic." - Ben Brewster in a glossary FOR 
MARX by Althusser . 
Reference: For Marx by louis Althusser, Reading Capital 
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by Louis Althusser and Etienne Balibar, IlLuminations and 
Understanding Brecht by Walter Benjamin. 

7. PR:XESS: Process is a developrent and JJOVe!re!1t of a par
ticular totality in relation to the real o:mditions of his
tory. For Marx, pr-ocess is govemed by a dialectical. system 
which is mediated by material and ooncrete detenn:inations; 
for Hegel, it is mediated by the Logos. While process is 
for Hegel an expressive totality rrediated by teleological 
trajectories; for Marx, it is a function of a ooncrete 
totality. Hence, the oontroversy bebleen Louis Althusser 
and Lucio Colletti is around the concept of process; for 
the forrrer, process is a JJOVe!re!1t witix:>ut a subject; whereas 
for the latter, it is a noverrent govemed by the particular 
functioning of a subject. 
Reference: Ma:rxism and HegeL by Lucio Colletti, and 
PoLitics and History by Louis Althusser. 
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